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This article is constituted by three parts from an aspect of criminology research 
to study theoretical and practical application of country liability for crimes. It is 
proposed that country is a determinative factor of criminal relationship and criminal 
phenomena based on the continuous interrelationship of criminology and crime. The 
author observes disregard of the country factor is a serious deficiency of criminology 
research. A country does not exert its sufficient power because it ignores its duty to 
prevent and control crimes. As a result, it is hard for human being to prevent and 
control criminal phenomena. First, researching on the country factor of the criminal 
relationship, the author clarifies existence of country liability of crimes based on 
juriprudential theories of country power, liability and citizen rights. Second, the 
theory of country liability of crime is creatively established based on definition of its 
concept, connotation and classification, and on the discussion of formality of liability, 
subject of liability and theoretical foundation. It confirms necessity and justification 
of theory of country liability of crime. Finally, after confirming deficiency of country 
liability of crimes on reality, the article suggests the ways to consummate it and 
discusses measures to control, prevent and reduce crimes rationally from perspectives 
of concepts of country liability, liability of protection, remedy, and rectification for 
individuals, and liability for society. A prevention and evaluation system of crime 
should be established to evaluate achievement of every government in order to carry 
out country liability of crimes. It emphasizes that a country should establish and 
perfect country liability of crimes through concrete systems because of human 
concerns and transformation of penalty goals. The article recommends that we should 
pay more attention to preventing and controlling of crimes and should perfect public 
policies on every aspect in China in order to achieve goals of control research of 
criminology and decrease of criminal phenomena. 
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